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Salento is one of the newest hotspots on the gringo trail. But for years only visiting Colombians, locals, and
the most daring explorers and birdwatchers got to experience its unparalleled beauty. I had been one of them. I
suppose it was a life typical of any child growing up abroad. My sisters and I took the private bus to our
private international school in our starchy uniforms: In , I took a trip with him into guerrilla-controlled
territoryâ€”with permission from the commanders, of courseâ€”to visit a remote valley in the Eje Cafetero.
Fifteen years later, as I return to this same wax palm-dotted region with a group of gringos, my memories of
that trip with my father make the homecoming awkward. I fear this influx of tourists will ruin what Colombia
is and what Colombia means to me. Colombia is a place I feel proud to have explored before the hostels, the
backpackers, and Facebook. It is a place I am still defending from people and there are fewer and fewer of
them who only equate it with violence. It was my Narnia. I have other memories, too, that I think paint a fair
picture of what Colombia used to be: How my sister and I ate breakfast under the desiccated head of a goat in
a ramshackle hut, the only lodging outside Cocuy National Park. How we were one of a few families
vacationing on a Caribbean beach with a wicked undertow outside Santa Marta. How a guy my father and I
played soccer with was kidnapped by rebels, marched through the jungle for two months, and could never eat
rice and beans again. Every few minutes we stop to peer into the forest with binoculars and long-lensed digital
cameras. That morning, it had been his idea to put out worms to entice the elusive antpitta out from hiding.
The birders were thrilled. Uribe says he welcomes the tourists: On our way out of the reserve, we spot a
migratory Tennessee warbler in a small tree. I think about , when three bird-watchers were kidnapped by
guerrillas. That Colombia is mostly gone now. Years of beefing up the military and patrolling the highways
have made the country safer. The bird-watchers will keep coming because today Colombia is touted as a
must-visit by travel magazines. I welcome the gringos. I accept that Colombian ruins may become the next
Machu Picchu and that its unspoiled Caribbean beaches may become the new Cancun. It was once my
adventure, a place so remote and foreign that it felt like my own. Now the world has been invited. Post
navigation Aleszu Bajak is a science journalist who has just returned from a year reporting from South
America. He is editor of LatinAmericanScience.
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were going to travel again, in their fiftieth year, reprising two different trips they had taken in their twentieth and
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'The Gringo Trail' is the backpacker's route through South America that has become a modern legend amongst
travellers. This book charts the travels of three characters, none of whom could have anticipated the incredible outcome.
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The Gringo trail is term for places in Latin America visited by gringos, that is, people from North America or (Northern)
Europe. It is the Western Hemisphere's equivalent of tropical Asia's Banana Pancake Trail.
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The Boomtown, the Gringo, the Girl, and Her Murder. Tony D'Souza. Tony D'Souza. May 1, The case for Volz's
innocence seemed obvious, irrefutable. The day before the trial, the Volz.
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A Costa Rica judges guild is denouncing an investigation into the actions of three of its colleagues who presided at the
original trial over the murder of sea turtle conservationist Jairo Mora. The guild says the nature and timing of the
investigation, which comes during a second trial over the.
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